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To celebrate the 70th anniversary of the Motorcycle World Championships, the most dangerous and exciting sport 

in the world, legendary commentator Nick Harris, ‘The Voice’ of MotoGP, chronicles seventy years of drama, 

adrenaline, tragedy and celebration in a brand new book, Never Say Never. 

 

For 40 years Nick travelled the world reporting and commentating on 

MotoGP, and this rare privileged access has given him unparalleled insight 

into this incredible sport. From a motorcycle trip across Argentina the week 

before the Falklands war, to ignoring the apartheid travelling ban in South 

Africa, Nick has witnessed a changing world developing alongside the highs 

and lows of the greatest motorcycle races of all time.  

 

In a white-knuckle ride through the twists and turns of Grand Prix 

Motorcycle Racing, Nick Harris provides a new, mostly eye-witness account 

of the history of MotoGP, the battles and feuds both on and off the track, 

the remarkable personalities and the great tragedies of the sport from 

1949 to present day.  

 

As a trusted insider, Nick got to know Valentino Rossi, Barry Sheene, 

Giacomo Agostini and Mike Hailwood as individuals. He saw feuds unfold, 

champions made and careers ended, and in Never Say Never, he shares the 

real stories behind the greatest legends of the sport. This is the book the motorcycling world has been waiting for. 

 

ABOUT NICK: 

Nick Harris has been a respected journalist, broadcaster and 

author for over 40 years. He is best known as a legendary 

television and radio commentator and presenter, presenting 

and commentating on the MotoGP World Championship for 

much of his career, attracting over 20 million viewers 

worldwide to each grand prix. When he announced his 

retirement in 2017, over 1.2 million fans tuned into his 

farewell video on Facebook, filmed with Valentino Rossi 

and Marc Marquez. Nick is the author of several books, 

including the bestselling biography of Barry Sheene. His 

great passion is Oxford United Football Club, having 

previously served on the board of Directors. 

 
Twitter: @NickHarrisMedia  | Website: www.nick-harris.co.uk  
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